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ABSTRACT: The surface diffusion of a cobalt bis-terpyridine,
Co(tpy)2-containing tripodal compound (1·2PF6), designed to
noncovalently adsorb to graphene through three pyrene
moieties, has been studied by scanning electrochemical
microscopy (SECM) on single-layer graphene (SLG). An
initial boundary approach was designed in which picoliter
droplets (radii ∼15−50 μm) of the tripodal compound were
deposited on an SLG electrode, yielding microspots in which a
monolayer of the tripodal molecules is initially confined. The
time evolution of the electrochemical activity of these spots
was detected at the aqueous phosphate buffer/SLG interface by SECM, in both generation/collection (G/C) and feedback
modes. The tripodal compound microspots exhibit differential reactivity with respect to the underlying graphene substrate in two
different electrochemical processes. For example, during the oxygen reduction reaction, adsorbed 1·2PF6 tripodal molecules
generate more H2O2 than the bare graphene surface. This product was detected with spatial and temporal resolution using the
SECM tip. The tripodal compound also mediates the oxidation of a Fe(II) species, generated at the SECM tip, under conditions
in which SLG shows slow interfacial charge transfer. In each case, SECM images, obtained at increasing times, show a gradual
decrease in the electrochemical response due to radial diffusion of the adsorbed molecules outward from the microspots onto the
unfunctionalized areas of the SLG surface. This response was fit to a simple surface diffusion model, which yielded excellent
agreement between the two experiments for the effective diffusion coefficients: Deff = 1.6 (±0.9) × 10−9 cm2/s and Deff = 1.5
(±0.6) × 10−9 cm2/s for G/C and feedback modes, respectively. Control experiments ruled out alternative explanations for the
observed behavior, such as deactivation of the Co(II/III) species or of the SLG, and verified that the molecules do not diffuse
when confined to obstructed areas. The noncovalent nature of the surface functionalization, together with the surface reactivity
and mobility of these molecules, provides a means to couple the superior electronic properties of graphene to compounds with
enhanced electrochemical performance, a key step toward developing dynamic electrode surfaces for sensing, electrocatalysis, and
electronic applications.

■ INTRODUCTION
Here, we demonstrate that single layer graphene (SLG) allows
the mobility of redox-enhancing molecular binders at its surface
in an electrolytic medium. The superb physical, optical, and
electronic properties1−4 of single- and multilayer graphene
motivate its fundamental study and development for
applications including transparent electrodes,5−8 resonators,9,10

transistors,11−16 and others. However, within an electro-
chemical context, SLG exhibits slow interfacial charge transfer
kinetics at the graphene/solvent interface with many redox
mediators, as do highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
and carbon nanotubes.17−21 This reactivity increases with the
intentional generation of oxygenated defects,22 nitrogen
incorporation,23 and in graphene oxide samples with abundant
reactive edges and oxide sites,24−29 but these modifications
disrupt graphene’s conjugation.25 In contrast, noncovalent
functionalization couples the superior electronic properties of
SLG to adsorbed molecules with enhanced electrochemical
activity. We recently introduced30 the tripodal compound

1·2PF6, which consists of a Co(II) bis-terpyridine [Co(tpy)2]
redox center attached to a tetrahedral core bearing three pyrene
“feet”. The pyrene moieties interact strongly with the graphene
surface31 (Figure 1A), and this multivalent design results in
kinetically stable monolayers that resist desorption under
infinite dilution conditions.30

Although 1·2PF6 molecules do not desorb readily from SLG,
we hypothesized that they might diffuse over the two-
dimensional carbon surface. Here we explore the surface mass
transport properties of 1·2PF6 on SLG by detecting its
differential electrochemical activity with spatial and temporal
resolution. Thus we designed two strategies, each based on the
scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM),32−34 for the
electrochemical detection of the 1·2PF6 surface concentration
in real time, allowing its surface diffusion coefficient to be
measured. In this work, we demonstrate the ability of adsorbed
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functionalities to modify the electrochemical activity of
graphene and exploit the dynamic nature of noncovalent π-
stacking interactions. Controlling the surface diffusion of
molecular electrocatalysts35 on a model carbon support, such
as graphene, is an intriguing possibility for designing efficient
catalytic platforms and studying association phenomena,35,36 for
which dynamic interactions between electrocatalysts may
benefit the product selectivity or catalytic performance. These
and other cooperative properties might emerge from the ability
of the surface to present dynamic combinations of functional
groups. Finally, functionalizing graphene with [Co(tpy)2] or
other redox couples using motifs that bind with predictable and
well-defined orientations might also facilitate future studies of
molecular electronic phenomena.37,38

Relatively few techniques can measure surface diffusion
coefficients at the solid/liquid or solid/electrolyte interface.
Electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (EC-STM)
may be used in principle,39,40 but this technique is uncommon
because of the difficulty of imaging in liquids at room
temperature.41 In most instances, only qualitative data are
obtained or inferred.42 STM has been used at cryogenic
temperatures to study molecular adsorption on graphene under
more favorable conditions.43,44 Nuclear magnetic resonance has
been applied to a limited subset of samples, such as lipid
bilayers45,46 or to suspended samples of nanoparticle electro-
catalysts.47,48 Fluorescence measurements,49,50 such as the
widely used fluorescence recovery after photobleaching method
(FRAP),51−53 in which the time dependence of the
fluorescence restoration of a small photobleached spot is
monitored, might also be used. However graphene oxide,
reduced graphene oxide, and pristine SLG strongly quench
organic dyes54−57 and semiconductor nanocrystals,58 likely

rendering these surfaces incompatible with the FRAP approach.
The limitations of the above techniques motivated us to
develop an electrochemical method for characterizing the
surface diffusion of 1·2PF6 on SLG. The use of SECM for
measuring surface diffusion coefficients was pioneered by
Unwin59 and co-workers at the water/air interface, first by
taking advantage of acid−base equilibria60−62 to use the
generation/collection modes to study proton diffusion along
Langmuir monolayers and later through feedback measure-
ments using redox-active amphiphiles.63 Effective diffusion
coefficients for charge transfer across thin redox-active layers
were also measured using an electrochemical analogue of FRAP
experiments.64−66 These electrochemical experiments require
an inert supporting interface because it is otherwise difficult to
deconvolve the SECM response to the background activity and
lateral conductivity of the electrode67,68 from charge transport
or molecular diffusion. The low interfacial activity of graphene
for several redox mediators provides the requisite low
background over which the electrochemically active tripod
molecules can be readily detected. Other complications that
might obscure a linear SECM response to variations in the
molecular surface concentration, such as a large self-exchange
rate between adjacent redox centers,69 were circumvented in
this work through the judicious choice of the Co(II/III) redox
couple, whose slow self-exchange rate70,71 originates from an
unfavorable spin conversion.72,73 Likewise, we previously found
that 1·2PF6 exhibits Langmurian adsorption onto the SLG
surface, which suggests that interactions between adjacent
molecules are sufficiently weak to not complicate the surface
diffusion analysis.30

Our experimental approach (Figure 1B) relies on character-
izing the diffusion of the tripodal compound 1·2PF6 radially

Figure 1. Strategy for characterizing the surface diffusion of a tripodal compound on graphene using SECM. (A) Chemical structure of tripodal
compound 1·2PF6 and its proposed mode of adsorption onto SLG. (B) Initial boundary approach for measuring the surface diffusion of 1·2PF6,
initially confined to a few micrometers-sized spot, by detecting a decrease in its electrochemical activity as a result of radial diffusion onto the bulk
surface. Schematics of the complementary substrate generation/tip collection (C) and feedback modes (D) of SECM. In each case, the SECM
microelectrode (radius a) is positioned at a distance d from the substrate and scanned in the x and y directions to produce a spatially and temporally
resolved reactivity image.
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outward from a monoloayer initially deposited as a small
microspot. A droplet of the 1·2PF6 solution of appropriate
concentration to form a monolayer is dispensed as a microspot
of radius b onto the graphene surface, forming an initial
boundary with (ideally) a uniform concentration of the tripod
upon drying. When immersed in an electrolyte (t = τ0) that
disfavors the desorption of the tripod but allows some degree of
solvation of the [Co(tpy)2] complex, the molecule diffuses
outward onto the bare graphene surface. The SECM tip
interrogates the electrochemical activity of the surface, or of
products flowing outward from it, with spatial resolution and
records “electrochemical snapshots” that describe the time
evolution of the microspot. The microspot’s activity decreases
over time (t = τ1, τ2, ..., τx) due to the radial dilution of the
mobile 1·2PF6 molecules on the surface. The decrease in the
analytical signal at the center of the spot is fit to a surface
diffusion model, yielding a macroscopic effective surface
diffusion coefficient, Deff.
Two complementary modes of SECM were used to

differentiate the activity of 1·2PF6 from the unfunctionalized
SLG electrode. In the first (Figure 1C), a catalytic reaction
triggered by the Co(tpy)2 moiety generates homogeneous
products that are collected at the tip.74 Specifically, we used the
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) under kinetic control, eqs 1
and 2,75 and showed that adsorbed 1·2PF6 is able to generate
more H2O2

35,76 than the bare SLG. The Pt tip detects this
peroxide through the inverse electrochemical process. H2O2
imaging using SECM has been used previously to characterize
immobilized enzymes77−80 and to evaluate the activity of
electrocatalysts.81−83

+ + →− +O 2e 2H H O2 2 2 (1)

+ + →− +O 4e 4H H O2 2 (2)

In the second mode (Figure 1D), feedback measurements
directly assess the electrochemical activity of the tripodal
molecules at the graphene/solution interface. Such feedback
measurements of molecular species have been obtained at
diverse interfaces, including self-assembled monolayers,84

enzyme reactive sites,85 intercalated DNA,86 dye-sensitized
solar cells,87 and biological cells.88 Here, a redox mediator in
solution is activated at the tip, e.g. Ox + e− → Red, where Ox
and Red are the oxidized and reduced mediator species,
respectively. The substrate is held at a constant oxidizing
potential such that each of the adsorbed Co(tpy)2 redox centers
are in the Co(III) oxidation state. The activated mediator, Red,
diffuses to the surface, where it is oxidized by the Co(III)
tripodal molecules to form Ox and a bound Co(II) species that
is rapidly reoxidized to Co(III) by the activated surface. Ox
diffuses back to the tip, where it is reactivated, and the
repetition of these processes establishes a feedback current,
which is measured at the tip. This feedback current is
quantitatively related to an effective exchange rate constant
that is directly proportional to the surface concentration of the
adsorbed species.84 The time evolution of the surface
concentration is modeled to obtain Deff as described for the
above generation/collection scheme. Fe(II/III) complexes were
chosen as mediators since they are relatively insensitive to
electrochemical activation at the basal plane of HOPG89,90 and
have shown good chemical identification of adsorbed species in
contrast to the competing electrode activation.91

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. The tripodal compound 1·2PF6 (Figure 1A) was

synthesized using our previously reported procedures.30 Aqueous
experiments were carried out with deionized water from a Millipore
system. Chemicals used as received were potassium phosphate
monobasic, potassium chloride (KCl), isopropanol (IPA), dimethyl-
formamide (DMF), dichloromethane (DCM), glycerol (GLY),
ethanol (EtOH), and acetone from Mallinckrodt; agar and ethyl-
enediamine-tetraacetic acid ferric sodium salt (FeEDTA) from Sigma;
potassium phosphate dibasic trihydride, tetrahydrofuran (THF), and
anisole from Aldrich; potassium hexacyanoferrate (ferricyanide) and
nitric acid from Fisher; tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP)
from Fluka; hydroxymethylferrocene and Cu foil (0.025 mm thick,
99.8%) from Alfa; glacial acetic acid, acetone, and isopropanol for
graphene synthesis from VWR. For the fabrication of SECM tip
electrodes, soft glass capillaries (FHC, Inc.) and 25 μm diameter
platinum (99.99%) microwire (Goodfellow) were used and polished
on microcloth polishing pads (Buehler). Silver, gold, tungsten, and
indium wires were supplied by Sure Pure metals. The electrochemi-
cally active copolymer poly(vinylpyridine)/poly(vinylferrocene)92

(PVP/PVF) 2:1 was used from an available batch. Reference
electrodes were homemade Ag/AgCl in saturated KCl, and all
potentials are quoted versus this reference. The reference was used
with disposable 3% agar jelly/0.2 M potassium nitrate salt bridges to
prevent silver ion and chloride contamination in the electrochemical
cell. Gold was used as counter electrode and was sonicated in acetone
and rinsed with water before use. For experiments with highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite, HOPG SPI-2 grade (Structure Probe Inc.) was
freshly cleaved before experiments using adhesive tape and then rinsed
in the electrochemical cell using IPA. Graphene was obtained through
chemical vapor deposition on Cu substrates and later transferred onto
Si/SiO2 chips (see Supporting Information, Figure S1).

Electrochemical Measurements. All electrochemical and SECM
measurements were performed with a CHI 900 SECM station. A
homemade Teflon electrochemical cell with an active window of 0.2
cm2, in which the graphene or HOPG substrate electrodes were
sandwiched between an O-ring in the Teflon body and the PMMA
base, was used for SECM and three-electrode measurements. For
conventional three electrode experiments in organic solvents, either
graphene or HOPG was used as the working electrode, with a Ag wire
as a reference and a Au wire as counter electrode. Experiments in
which 1·2PF6 adsorption was monitored, with the electrode later
transferred to an aqueous environment, consisted in using <5 μM
tripod in THF or DMF with 0.1 M TBAP as supporting electrolyte
and running cyclic voltammograms (CV) to verify the adsorption of
the tripod and to calculate its coverage. In order to study the behavior
of the tripod in an aqueous environment, the cell was thoroughly
rinsed with blank solvent (THF or DMF) to remove excess tripod and
organic supporting electrolyte, then rinsed with IPA at least once (to
recreate the conditions of the blank electrodes), and then thoroughly
rinsed with deionized water to remove excess solvents. Finally
phosphate buffer (0.2 M, pH 7) was introduced as the aqueous
electrolyte. While inevitable losses were observed during this
procedure, 1·2PF6 could be detected and quantified using CV in the
aqueous solution. Adsorption of PVP/PVF for feedback and control
experiments was carried out by exposing the substrate electrodes to a
solution of 0.1 mg/mL of the polymer in EtOH and then rinsing with
copious amounts of H2O.

Tripod Microspots on Graphene and HOPG. Microarrays of
drops of 1·2PF6 solution were dispensed on graphene and HOPG
using a picoliter dispenser with a 30-μm diameter orifice (Microfab
Inc. Plano, Texas) controlled by a homemade circuit with output gain
of 20X using two OPA445AP High Voltage FET-Input operational
amplifiers (Burr-Brown products from Texas Instruments).93 The
dispenser was operated using a synthesized function generator model
DS345 (Stanford Research Systems) and an oscilloscope model TDS
210 (Tektronics) and powered by two batteries at ±30 V. 1·2PF6 was
dissolved in a mixture of DMF/GLY 10:1 (intended to dissolve the
tripod with a workable viscosity and low evaporation rate at room
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temperature) and was deposited by applying two consecutive pulses of
25 μs (20 kHz) at 44 V (input of 2.2 V). This deposition procedure
typically yielded droplets of radius b ≈ 50 μm as determined by optical
microscopy. A calibration experiment (same solvent and parameters)
that dispensed 100 times a solution of hydroxymethylferrocene (0.1
M) into a droplet (50 μL) of phosphate buffer was analyzed by steady
state voltammetry using a 25-μm microelectrode in a two-electrode
configuration. This calibration showed that each dispensing cycle
produced droplets of 177 ± 8 pL, i.e., flattened hemispheres with
radius b ≈ 50 μm and height h ≈ 35 μm. Using this information, the
concentration of 1·2PF6 was chosen to deliver the desired amount of
adsorbate to the SLG surface. For example, [1·2PF6] = 45 μM
provides an approximate coverage of 104 pmol/cm2 within each spot,
which exceeds the ∼70 pmol/cm2 required for the first plateau
observed in the isotherm for 1·2PF6 on graphene but is lower than a
more compact layer observed at ∼140 pmol/cm2. A slight excess is
desirable to account for possible losses in the dispensing process94 but
much larger excesses, e.g., 5-fold monolayer equivalents, caused
precipitation of 1·2PF6 on the SLG surface and the inability to
perform SECM measurements (i.e., a lower activity of spots is
observed compared to the SLG substrate). Typical arrays of tripod
spots were deposited on graphene or HOPG electrodes with interspot
distances between 300 and 600 μm. The arrays were dried at 50 °C in
an oven at ambient pressure for ∼1 h before imaging. Successful
images were typically obtained from arrays where no residue was
evident on the graphene substrate upon microscopic inspection.
SECM Experiments. SECM experiments used a four electrode

configuration. All SECM experiments were performed using a
sharpened 25-μm diameter Pt microdisk SECM tip with an RG ≈ 7
(closest approach on glass d0 ≈ 1.5 μm) sealed in soft glass using
reported procedures.33 For imaging experiments, the time at which the
solution was introduced into the cell and wetted the substrate
electrode was defined as t = 0. The SECM tip was approached to the
surface and positioned at a tip/surface distance of 10 μm. A first
extended image or several lateral scans were performed at relatively
high scan rate (e.g., 125 μm/s in steps of ∼15−25 μm) to locate an
active spot. Subsequent images were obtained at more moderate scan
rates and higher resolution (e.g., 50 μm/s in steps of 6−10 μm). An
accumulated uncertainty in the time assigned to each image (i.e., the
maximum intensity of the image) is estimated to be ∼100 s because of
changes in the position of the spot due to a slight drift in the motors.
All times shown in images are thus rounded to the nearest 100 s. All
approach curves and tip positioning procedures were analyzed using
reported expressions.95

For H2O2 collection experiments, the electrolyte was air-saturated
aqueous phosphate buffer (0.2 M, pH = 7).96 The tip was positioned
in the negative feedback mode using O2 as mediator (typical iT,inf = 7
nA). Unless otherwise noted, for H2O2 collection experiments, the
substrate was biased to a potential ES = −0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl and the tip
to ET = 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl (i.e., ∼1.22 V vs RHE, an optimum potential
for H2O2 collection at Pt).81 Occasional cleaning of the tip was
performed between images by cycling between 0.8 and −0.6 V vs Ag/
AgCl to prevent fouling, although no significant improvement was
observed in relatively clean environments. Potassium ferricyanide (1−
2 mM) dissolved in aqueous phosphate buffer (0.2 M, pH 7) was used
for feedback imaging experiments. For graphene electrodes, the tip, ET
= −0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl, was positioned by a negative feedback-like
approach curve obtained with the substrate at open circuit (Supporting
Information Figure S2).97 For feedback experiments on HOPG, a
positive feedback approach curve was also used to verify adequate
positioning. During imaging, the substrate electrodes were biased to ES
= 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl unless otherwise noted. Conditions for the
supporting experiments with FeEDTA as mediator are described in the
Supporting Information.
Simulations and Experimental Considerations. Digital simu-

lations of the surface diffusion problem coupled to the SECM
conditions were performed using the COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a
software, which implements the finite element method to solve the
required kinetic and diffusion coupled equations. A complete

description of the simulation conditions for the G/C and feedback
schemes is given in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the surface concentration
of a species with a homogeneous surface concentration (Γ0) that is

radially diffusing from an initially confined circular microspot (radius
b). The microspot is surrounded by a semi-infinite blank surface with
radius 20b and the diffusing species exhibits a uniform surface diffusion
coefficient D (i.e., independent of coverage and intermolecular
interactions). The response is modeled using a radial coordinate r,
where r = 0 represents the center of the microspot. The results of
these simulations are displayed as a series of master curves that
describe the temporal evolution of the surface concentration of the
diffusing species relative to its initial value at the center of the
microspot (Γ/Γ0) at each of several normalized distances r/b from the
center. A dimensionless time τ is introduced as shown in eq 3:

τ = Dt
b (3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the species, t is time, and b is the
radius of the microspot. The conditions tested include 1 × 10−4 cm2/s
> D > 1 × 10−16 cm2/s (1 cm2/s = 1 × 10−4 m2/s), 1000 μm > b >
0.001 μm (1 μm = 1 × 10−6 m), and their respective times (s) such
that 5 > τ > 0. Figure 2A,B shows the concentration profiles for the
coordinates inside and outside the original area of the microspots,
respectively. The concentration inside of the spot shows a continuous
decrease as a consequence of radial diffusion, whereas the positions
outside of the spot show a concentration front that increases and then
vanishes upon further radial dilution.

Two observations relevant to our SECM measurements warrant
further discussion. First, the steepest change in concentration and
therefore electrochemical signal occurs at the center of the microspot,
where the concentration drops to ∼25% of its original value in one
time period. This finding suggests that measuring the surface
concentration as a function of time at the center of the microspot is

Figure 2. Master curves for the surface concentration changes
associated with the two-dimensional diffusion of adsorbed molecules
from a circular area with uniform initial concentration Γ0 and radius b
outward onto a blank, bulk surface. The different curves indicate
selected positions in the radial coordinate r, and the horizontal axis
represents the normalized time τ (eq 3). The curves in panel A
correspond to coordinates within the initial boundary, and the curves
in panel B correspond to coordinates outside the initial boundary.
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likely to be the most effective strategy for characterizing the molecular
diffusion process. Second, the changes within the original area of the
spot follow closely those of the center while the changes outside the
original area of the spot are not sufficient to supply more than ∼10%
of the original concentration to radii larger than 2b as a consequence
of radial dilution of the species. Therefore, it is expected that only a
modest broadening of the signal will be observed.
In utilizing the dimensionless time parameter (τ), these simulations

also highlight the interplay between the size of the spot deposited, the
expectations on the value of D, and the absolute time and time
resolution available for the experiment. For example, for D = 1 × 10−9

cm2/s (a value between a typical solution diffusion coefficient, D = 1 ×
10−5 cm2/s, and that of a low surface diffusion coefficient, D = 1 ×
10−13 cm2/s, approaching diffusion in solids)47 with a spot of radius b
= 50 μm and for times τ < 1, the absolute measuring time would
conveniently be 25,000 s (e.g., enough for positioning the tip and
obtaining several images), in contrast to 2.5 s if b = 500 nm, which
would be experimentally difficult to probe through SECM imaging.
Finally, in SECM experiments, the size of the tip affects the spatial and
temporal resolution of the measurement. Scans performed with
relatively large tips, e.g., a > 5 μm, allow for a fast screening of a given
area (e.g., if b = 50 μm) at the expense of a convoluted signal from the
area that is projected below the tip. Smaller tips could correlate
directly the concentration profile at the substrate to the tip response
but are more challenging to implement in a time-sensitive experiment.
In this study we opted for the former option and solved the
convoluted tip response by fitting to widely implemented computer
simulations for SECM studies.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

H2O2 Collection Experiments. We previously character-
ized the monolayer formation, desorption, and electrochemical
behavior of the pyrene-based tripodal compound 1·2PF6 on
SLG.30 Its Co(II/III) redox center exhibits quasi-reversible
electrochemical kinetics at scan rates between 0.1 and 3.0 V/s
with a standard potential E0 = −0.2 V vs ferrocene. The slower
rate of electron transfer between graphene and 1·2PF6
(standard rate constant k0 = 13.5 s−1) relative to that of a
model compound bearing a single pyrene moiety (k0 = 18 s−1)
suggested that the tripodal motif projects its [Co(tpy)2]
complex away from the graphene surface. Finally, monolayers
of 1·2PF6 resist desorption when transferred to fresh THF/
NH4PF6 electrolyte solution. Here, our SECM experiments are
performed in aqueous electrolyte, in which 1·2PF6 is insoluble
and the strength of aromatic stacking interactions is maximized,
making its desorption from SLG even less likely. As such, our
measurements of the surface diffusion dynamics of 1·2PF6 are
minimally complicated by transport mechanisms other than
lateral translation across the surface (e.g., desorption-con-
vection). Preliminary experiments performed at the basal plane
of freshly cleaved HOPG electrodes (analogous to the
graphene surface) confirm that 1·2PF6 is active in an aqueous
environment (Figure 3) and remains strongly bound to the
surface in aqueous electrolyte. At the same scan rate (0.1 V/s),
a similar peak splitting ΔEp ≈ 100 mV is observed in both THF
and aqueous phosphate buffer, suggesting that the adsorption
mode and orientation of the tripod is similar in both solvents.
A differential electrochemical response between adsorbed

1·2PF6 and bare SLG is necessary to detect 1·2PF6 using
SECM. Qualitative collection of H2O2 at a Pt SECM tip
originating from the ORR over HOPG and SLG electrodes in
the presence and absence of 1·2PF6 monolayers showed
sufficient activity differences to provide this contrast (Figure 4).
The onset for ORR on Pt in phosphate buffer occurs at ∼0.15
V vs Ag/AgCl (∼0.77 V vs RHE), and thus the reaction

presents a considerable overpotential on both bare SLG and
HOPG. Inconsistencies in the rising portion of the curves for
oxygen reduction (lower panels) were observed in different
batches of graphene (Supporting Information Figure S3),
possibly because of small amounts of residual metal ions from
the fabrication process (e.g., Cu, Fe). Nevertheless, the output
of H2O2 on both graphene and HOPG always increased
following adsorption of 1·2PF6. This increase was not observed
when the electrodes were exposed to organic electrolyte lacking
1·2PF6. Furthermore, Co complexes are known to form H2O2
during the ORR.35,75,76 The H2O2 output curves (Figure 4) for
graphene and HOPG show common features when 1·2PF6 is
present. Each curve shows a rise to a maximum H2O2 output,
followed by a sharp decrease at increased overpotentials, which
likely reflects a change in the predominant mechanism from the
two-electron (eq 1) to the four-electron route (eq 2). In order
to use H2O2 generation/collection to describe changes in the
distribution of 1·2PF6 on the electrode surface, the electro-
chemical reaction must operate under kinetic control, i.e., at
low overpotentials, such that the rate of reaction is proportional
to the molecular surface concentration. Compared to a bare
glassy carbon surface (Supporting Information Figure S4), both
1·2PF6-modified SLG and HOPG produce less H2O2 at
potentials positive of ES = −0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl (iT,max = 3 nA

Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 1·2PF6 adsorbed on the basal
plane of HOPG (initial surface concentration = 20 pmol/cm2). The
left voltammogram (red curve) was obtained in a 0.1 M TBAP in THF
supporting electrolyte. The right voltammogram (blue curve) was
obtained in phosphate buffer (0.2M, pH = 7) after rinsing the surface
with THF, IPA, and H2O.

Figure 4. Substrate generation/tip collection curves for H2O2
generated during the oxygen reduction reaction performed in an air-
saturated phosphate buffer (0.2 M, pH = 7) at a large-area (left)
graphene electrode (1·2PF6 coverage =23 pmol/cm2) or (right)
HOPG electrode (1·2PF6 coverage = 28 pmol/cm2). H2O2 collection
at the SECM tip (a = 12.5 μm Pt, RG ≈ 7) was performed at ET = 0.6
V vs Ag/AgCl at an interelectrode distance d = 10 μm. The linear
sweep of the substrate voltage was performed at 10 mV/s.
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Figure 5. Tripod microspot deposition on graphene and HOPG. (A) Schematics of microdroplet deposition on the graphene surface from an
organic precursor solution using a piezoelectric dispenser. Optical micrographs show satellite spots during droplet dispensing of DMF/GLY
solutions that are not observed when aqueous solutions are deposited, but good reproducibility of overall size and shape in both cases. (B)
Schematics of imaging tripod microspots by collecting H2O2 produced at the substrate during ORR. (C, D) SECM H2O2 substrate generation/tip
collection experiments for (C) an array of 1·2PF6 microspots (100 pmol/cm2, b = 50 μm) on HOPG (recorded at t = 2 400 s) and (D) a 1·2PF6
microspot (100 pmol/cm2, b = 50 μm) on SLG (recorded at t = 6 300 s) that shows a satellite spot seen in panel A. For each experiment, H2O2
collection at the SECM tip (a = 12.5 μm Pt, RG ≈ 7) was performed at ET = 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl, interelectrode distance d = 10 μm, and ES = −0.6 V
vs Ag/AgCl.

Figure 6. Progression of SECM hydrogen peroxide substrate generation/tip collection images for a representative 1·2PF6 microspot on graphene
(100 pmol/cm2, b = 50 μm). Images A−D were obtained at the indicated times. H2O2 collection at the SECM tip (a = 12.5 μm Pt, RG ≈ 7) was
performed at ET = 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl, interelectrode distance d = 10 μm, and ES = −0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl. The substrate potential ES was −0.6 V vs Ag/
AgCl throughout the experiment.
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under similar conditions), which suggests kinetic control below
this potential. Furthermore, a graphene microelectrode experi-
ment designed to estimate the percentage of H2O2 output
(Supporting Information Figure S5), i.e., the contribution of eq
1 to the ORR process,74 over this potential region indicates that
the total ORR current is less than 0.25 times the limiting
current (assuming the limiting 4-electron route) at potentials
more positive than ES = −0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl. Under these
conditions, the %H2O2 is less than ∼20% for bare graphene,
while that of tripod-adsorbed graphene shows higher values of
∼40%. Under these kinetic limitations and although likely
dominated by convection of O2 toward the graphene substrate,
a steady background suitable for imaging on a bare SLG
electrode is obtained (Supporting Information Figure S6, ES =
−0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl).
After establishing that adsorbed 1·2PF6 presents a differential

reactivity during the ORR on graphene, we employed a
“microspot” approach to evaluate the mobility of the tripods on
the SLG surface (Figure 1). A piezoelectric dispenser (Figure
5A) was used to deliver small droplets of a solution of 1·2PF6
in DMF/GLY (10:1 v/v), forming an initial boundary with
monolayer coverage of the species after solvent evaporation.
The droplets form well-defined areas that were observed by
optical microscopy. The ORR occurs on the entire substrate,
yielding a background level of H2O2 collection (Figure 5B)
over unfunctionalized regions of the electrode, as well as larger
collection currents over areas where the tripod is adsorbed.
Figure 5C shows an array of tripod microspots deposited on
HOPG (b = 50 and 300 μm center to center). The areas where
tripod spots were deposited are clear, and their sizes
correspond well to those observed by optical microscopy.
Figure 5D shows a microspot on a SLG electrode, where a
satellite spot, created by an irregular deposition from the
dispenser, is also observed. The observation of these
irregularities further confirms the ability of the SECM to
detect 1·2PF6 deposited on SLG. The spots in Figure 5C,D are
also well below the maximum H2O2 collection observed for
glassy carbon (Supporting Information Figures S4 and S7).
Experiments in which blank solvent was deposited did not show
any activity over the background.
We assume that the necessary conditions to allow mobility of

1·2PF6 from its initial confinement toward the bulk graphene
surface are present once the electrode is completely immersed
in the electrolytic environment. The tip current observed due
to collection of H2O2 over microspots of 1·2PF6 on SLG
decreases with time in a manner consistent with surface
diffusion. Figure 6 and Supporting Information Figure S8 show
a typical progression of this change in activity. It should be
noted that an approximate background of ∼0.85 nA is present
throughout the experiment even as the spot activity decreases,
indicating that potential complications, such as fouling of the
SECM tip, are unimportant (occasional cleaning of the tip was
performed with similar results). The collection intensities
observed for an approximate initial monolayer coverage of
1·2PF6 and for the SLG background are well below that
observed for blank glassy carbon, confirming that the requisite
kinetic control for modeling surface diffusion response is
followed at ES = −0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl. An approximate
calibration of the H2O2 output in b = 50 μm spots for selected
initial surface concentrations is also shown in Supporting
Information Figure S9 and indicates the decreasing trend in
activity at lower surface concentrations. The time dependence
of the collection intensity at the center of a microspot expected

for surface diffusion, normalized to its initial intensity, was
simulated with respect to the normalized time τ (Figure 7).

This simulation is analogous to the concentration profile shown
for the surface species in Figure 2 for r = 0b and also accounts
for the contribution of the tip and substrate geometries to the
electrochemical signal. Data from many 1·2PF6 microspots
were fit to this curve, and the experimental responses (after
background subtraction to provide the changes in the peak
intensities) were adjusted to the main curve by the choice of D
in the normalized time axis (eq 3).98 An excellent agreement to
the simulation was observed over the steep region of the curve
(τ < 1). Averaging these data yields D = 1.6 (±0.9) × 10−9

cm2/s, a value fully consistent with surface diffusion. Differ-
ences between graphene substrates may occur because of
heterogeneous distribution of defects, grain boundaries, and
inconsistencies in transferring graphene to the Si/SiO2 support
(e.g., presence of nanometer-scale ripples). Nonetheless, all
samples display surface diffusion values within the same order
of magnitude.
A variety of control experiments support our interpretation

of the above data as the diffusion of 1·2PF6 on the SLG surface
and preclude many plausible alternative explanations. Stirring
the solution between experiments did not appreciably change
the SECM response except for small changes in the graphene
background current. This indicates that convective transport of
the adsorbed tripod does not contribute significantly to the
decrease in the activity of the microspots. In addition, an
oxygen depletion effect cannot account for the observed
decrease in the activity of the microspot, because the SECM
was also open to air saturation throughout the experiment. We
also confirmed that the SLG remains stable under the
experimental conditions and potentials for long periods of
time. For example, even at a higher overpotential (ES = −1.0 V
vs Ag/AgCl) than was used above, an SLG microelectrode
consisting of graphene surrounded by cured photoresist
exhibits only a ± 2.5% current variation over a period of
8000 s (Supporting Information Figure S10). Next, we
designed an experiment to interrupt the diffusion of 1·2PF6
on the SLG surface. In this situation, no decrease of its
electrochemical response over time would be expected. Figure
8A−D shows a progression of images of a 1·2PF6 microspot on
an SLG electrode treated with an electroactive thin layer of
poly(vinylpyridine)/poly(vinylferrocene) (PVP/PVF) so as to
disrupt the mobility of the tripod on the surface without

Figure 7. Comparison of simulation and experiment for H2O2
collection experiments performed over the center of 1·2PF6
microspots (r = 0). The experimental data were background
subtracted and fitted to the simulation by choice of D (implicit in
τ) as explained in the text. All conditions as in Figure 6.
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damaging the SLG. The presence of the polymer is confirmed
by its electrochemical response (Figure 8E, process 2 and 2′), in
addition to the 1·2PF6 signal (process 1 and 1′). Although
H2O2 collection measurements over a 1·2PF6 microspot show
some variability in their electrochemical response over 43,000 s
(Figure 8F), no clear decreasing trend in activity is observed, in
contrast to the continuous decrease in activity of the
microspots observed in the absence of the PVP/PVF diffusion
barrier (compare to Figure 7). The presence of the co-adsorbed
PVP/PVF polymer introduces a physical barrier ∼5−10 nm
high over lengths of hundreds of micrometers (Supporting
Information Figure S11) where 1·2PF6 is unlikely to traverse or
displace the adsorbed polymeric units. This prevents mass
transfer diffusion of 1·2PF6 out of its initial confinement,
although individual molecules may still preserve mobility within

much smaller domains. Taken together, the above control
experiments strongly suggest that surface diffusion is the main
mechanism for the observed decrease in the analytical signal of
1·2PF6 microspots on SLG.

Feedback Experiments. The H2O2 collection experiments
described above measure the activity of the underlying surface
indirectly by detecting the product of an electrocatalytic
reaction at the SECM tip. We also probed the activity of
1·2PF6 at the SLG surface more directly using the feedback
mode of SECM (Figure 9A). In this experiment, a dissolved
redox mediator is used to continuously generate, at steady state,
a reactive species at the SECM tip. The tip is moved toward the
surface to a distance comparable to that of its active microdisk
(described by the normalized distance L = d/a where d is the
tip−substrate distance), and the reactive form of the mediator

Figure 8. Representative SECM H2O2 substrate generation/tip collection images for a 1·2PF6 microspot (∼100 pmol/cm2, b ≈ 40 μm) on a surface-
disrupted SLG electrode. The graphene was pretreated with a 0.1 mg/mL ethanolic solution of PVP/PVF copolymer 2:1 to a final coverage of ∼90
pmol/cm2 of ferrocene redox centers. Images A−D were obtained at the indicated times. H2O2 collection at the SECM tip (a = 12.5 μm Pt, RG ≈ 7)
was performed at ET = 0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl, interelectrode distance d = 10 μm, and ES = −0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl. The surface potential was held at ES
throughout the experiment except for image D. (E) Cyclic voltammogram showing adsorption of PVP/PVF and tripod spots (from the entire array),
ν = 100 mV/s. (F) Plot of background subtracted collection currents, normalized to the average measured current vs time (<16,000 s).
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diffuses to the substrate, which is typically biased to a potential
where it can perform the reverse of the reaction occurring at
the tip.33 For example, if the SECM tip reduces the soluble
redox mediator, the mediator is regenerated by oxidation at the
bulk substrate electrode. For typical conductive substrates, such
as metal electrodes and glassy carbon, most electrochemically
reversible mediators react rapidly at the surface. In this
situation, the current read at the SECM tip increases at
distances L < 1 because the mass transfer coefficient of the
redox mediator increases as the tip−substrate separation
decreases, a phenomenon known as positive feedback. In
contrast, an insulating or inactive surface causes the tip current
to decrease as the tip approaches the surface, a negative
feedback effect. Furthermore, the kinetics of electron transfer
between the electrodes and the redox mediator may be
evaluated within the context of these two feedback regimes.
Although SLG is highly conductive over its basal plane, its rate
of interfacial charge transfer to the Fe(II/III) complex ferro/
ferricyanide is expected to be similar to that of HOPG.
Adsorbed 1·2PF6 increases the electrochemical activity of the
SLG electrode (see below), and this differential reactivity
between functionalized and nonfunctionalized SLG provides
contrast in the SECM measurement that allows the surface
diffusion of the tripodal binding motif to be measured.
Figure 9B shows approach curves (i.e., steady-state current vs

L curves, from which the value of the heterogeneous charge
transfer rate constant can be extracted) generated using the
ferri/ferrocyanide Fe(CN)6

3−/4− couple (E0 = 0.16 V vs Ag/
AgCl) as the soluble redox mediator and an HOPG bulk

electrode at a constant ES = 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl. Under these
conditions noble metal substrates (e.g., Pt, Au) would show
almost complete positive feedback, but the approach curve for
the unfunctionalized HOPG electrode (Figure 9B, red)
indicates negative feedback-like behavior with a small yet
measurable charge transfer rate constant. The slow rate of
electron transfer between ferri/ferrocyanide and HOPG
electrodes is well-known17,18 and is attributable to the low
density of states on the material relative to metallic electro-
des,99 effects of the self-exchange rate constants of the
mediator,89 and effects of oxygenated defects.90 The approach
curves for HOPG electrodes functionalized with 1·2PF6 show a
clear increase in the rate of charge transfer for the ferrocyanide
mediator (Figure 9B), as reflected by the higher currents
observed at smaller tip/sample distances (L) and by their
characteristic shape in this intermediate kinetic regime. A linear
relationship between the heterogeneous electron transfer rate
constant and the tripod surface concentration (Supporting
Information Figure S12) was observed, corresponding to a
second order electron transfer rate constant kex = 1.6 × 108

mol−1 cm3 s−1 between the Co(III) tripod and Fe(CN)6
4‑.

Although higher exchange rate constants have been observed
for highly electrochemically reversible systems (∼1010 mol−1

cm3 s−1),84 this value is similar to that measured for electron
transfer between the iron active site of cytochrome c and
ferricyanide (kex = 2 × 108 mol−1 cm3 s−1)85 and exceeds that of
complex oxide reduction mechanisms involving additional
proton transfers (kex < 1 × 108 mol−1 cm3 s−1).91 It is also
likely that the relatively low kex value also reflects the low self-
exchange rate constant for Co(II/III) terpyridine and
bipyridine couples.70−73 Nevertheless, the increased electro-
chemical activity of the bulk electrode upon adsorption of
1·2PF6 provides a means to characterize molecular diffusion by
measuring the time dependence of the feedback current
obtained over 1·2PF6 microspots.
Figure 10 shows a progression of feedback images for a

1·2PF6 microspot (b ≈ 15 μm) deposited on graphene with the
substrate potential held at ES = 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl and
interrogated using tip generated Fe(CN)6

4− in phosphate
buffer. A decrease in the peak intensity of the feedback current
with respect to time was observed, similar to the trend observed
in the H2O2 collection experiments. A small increase in the
electrochemical activity of the surrounding SLG was also
observed over the course of the experiment. We attribute this
increase to the diffusion of 1·2PF6 from the microspots into the
surrounding unfunctionalized area of the SLG, although it is
difficult to deconvolve this small change from other sources of
background drift. We also observed similar behavior at a larger
microspot (Supporting Information Figure S13) and performed
control experiments to support our interpretation of the
feedback measurments. First, images obtained at open circuit
(Supporting Information Figure S13), at which the Co(III)
species is not deliberately formed on the SLG surface, show
almost no difference in the feedback current as compared to
unfunctionalized graphene. The stability of the SLG electrode
at oxidizing potentials was also confirmed by measuring the
average collection current associated with generating the
hydroxymethylferricenium ion (ES = 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl) over
a period of 6,000 s. These collection currents varied up to ±8%,
but no degrading trend for the electrode was observed
(Supporting Information Figure S14). Furthermore, no
significant formation of oxygenated defects on the SLG is
expected at the potentials used for these measurements.22 It

Figure 9. Use of SECM feedback for the detection of adsorbed,
activated Co(III) tripod at graphene using a Fe(II/III) mediator
couple. (A) Schematic of the use of SECM feedback to detect the
Co(III) oxidation state of the tripodal compound adsorbed on
graphene. The reduced Fe(II) complex reacts more quickly with the
Co(III) tripod than the unfunctionalized SLG substrate. (B) Approach
curves on HOPG with increasing coverages of adsorbed 1·2PF6 (as
indicated) in a potassium ferricyanide (1.65 mM) phosphate buffer
solution (0.2 M, pH 7); ES = 0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl, ET = −0.1 V vs Ag/
AgCl. The SECM tip had a = 12.5 μm Pt with RG ≈ 7. Solid lines
based on theory for heterogeneous kinetics (rates shown in
Supplementary Figure S12).
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was also possible to detect the 1·2PF6 microspots using other
Fe redox mediators, such as FeEDTA (E0 = −0.08 V vs Ag/
AgCl, Supporting Information Figure S15). The use of Fe(II/
III)EDTA was not pursued further because it would require
that these time-sensitive measurements be performed in an
inert atmosphere.
The peak feedback currents measured at the center of the

microspot were fit to a diffusion model (Figure 11) whose

input parameters included the measured exchange rate between
the adsorbed Co(III) complex and Fe(CN)6

4‑, the initial surface
concentration of 1·2PF6, and the charge transfer rate constant
of the unfunctionalized SLG electrode (see Supporting
Information). Two microspot sizes (15 and 50 μm diameter)
were analyzed to confirm the model’s applicability. The
diffusion coefficient obtained by fitting the absolute feedback
measurements (Deff = 1.5 (±0.6) × 10−9 cm2/s) is in good
agreement with that derived from the H2O2 collection
measurements (Deff = 1.6 (±0.9) × 10−9 cm2/s). Finally, the
improved lateral resolution of feedback measurements enabled
further inspection of the electrochemical response of the SLG
surface away from the center of the 1·2PF6 microspots, which
provide further qualitative confirmation of our surface diffusion
model. We compared the results of three-dimensional
simulations (Supporting Information Figure S16), in which a
nonuniform surface concentration profile is translated into a tip
response, to the experimental lateral tip currents from the
experiment shown in Figure 10. A reasonable agreement
between simulation and experiment was obtained, which
reproduces the concurrent decrease of the peak response,
close to the center of the microspot, and increased response in
the surrounding graphene material associated with diffusion of
the tripods from the microspots. Although the SECM tip size is
not necessarily optimal for this analysis, these simulations do
confirm that the broadening of the signal at longer times is a
much less sensitive measure of diffusion than the decrease in
the peak intensity of the microspot (see above).
The similarity of the surface diffusion values obtained from

either G/C or feedback measurements is remarkable,
considering the fundamental mechanistic differences, as well
as the ∼1 V difference in substrate potential, associated with

Figure 10. Progression of SECM feedback images for a representative 1·2PF6 microspot (∼140 pmol/cm2, b = 15 μm) on SLG. The experiment
used a potassium ferricyanide mediator (2 mM) in phosphate buffer (0.2 M, pH = 7). Images A−D were obtained at the indicated times. The SECM
tip was a = 12.5 μm Pt, RG ≈ 7 with an interelectrode distance d = 10 μm. Feedback was carried out at ET = −0.1 V vs Ag/AgCl and ES = 0.4 V vs
Ag/AgCl. The substrate potential was held at ES throughout the experiment.

Figure 11. Comparison of simulation and experiment for ferrocyanide
feedback experiments performed over the center of 1·2PF6 microspots
(140 pmol/cm2, r = 0). The experimental data were fitted to
simulation by the choice of D (implicit in τ) as explained in the text.
Conditions as in Figure 10. The simulations assume a Co(III)-
ferrocyanide exchange constant kex of 1.6 × 108 mol/cm3s and an SLG
background constant kback of 0.8 × 10−3 cm/s. The simulated D for
ferri/ferrocyanide was 7.2 × 10−6 cm2/s for both forms of the redox
pair. Two sets of data are shown, one for microspots b ≈ 15 μm (red
circles and blue squares) and another for b ≈ 50 μm. (purple
triangles). The first point of each experimental series was obtained at a
higher tip scan rate (see Experimental Section) and may reflect some
advective effects.
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the two experiments. The potential of zero charge (PZC) of the
basal plane of HOPG has been reported89 to be ∼ −0.2 V vs
Ag/AgCl and recent charge carrier measurements on solution-
gated graphene field effect transistors show a minimum
conductivity, carrier concentration, and shift in carrier entity
at ∼ −0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl,14 which might be closely related to
the PZC of graphene. The substrate potentials employed in our
studies lie on either side of these values, suggesting that the
diffusion of the tripodal binding motif is relatively insensitive to
excess charge from adsorbed ions at the graphene/solution
interface. Thus, the rate of tripod diffusion might instead be
limited by solvent displacement processes or by decreased
mobility at graphene defects and edges. The description of
these effects lies outside the scope of this manuscript, but their
further study is relevant for designing new mobile adsorbates
on SLG and other technologically relevant surfaces.
This study represents a macroscopic approach to measuring

the diffusion coefficient of the tripodal compounds on SLG and
provides an effective value that applies over large distances and
times, similar to those obtained by fluorescence in FRAP
experiments. These values are distinct from those obtained
through single molecule experiments.49 We have not yet
considered the effects of the surface roughness on the response.
Scanning probe experiments have found that graphene
transferred onto SiO2 partially adapts to the morphology of
the underlying substrate,100 with root-mean-square roughness
of ∼3 nm over 100 μm2. This roughness is approximately three
to four times the graphene layer thickness of 0.8 nm101 and is
less pronounced in high-quality HOPG.102 This difference in
surface roughness is one explanation for the larger surface
diffusion coefficient for HOPG shown in Figure 7. Reduced
diffusion along defects and grain boundaries in our SLG
samples103 may also reduce the measured effective diffusion
coefficients. However, it has been observed that favorable π-
stacking interactions are relatively insensitive to these features,
including steps in single to bilayer graphene.43 1·2PF6 is
designed to adsorb onto the pristine sp2 surface of graphene,
unlike other aromatic molecules that prefer adsorption at
defects on HOPG.104 However, we cannot discount that
favorable interactions between defects and the tripod could
account for slowing down its surface mobility. The value
obtained here is also at least 3 orders of magnitude lower than
that computationally predicted in vacuum for adsorbed
aromatics,105,106 although this discrepancy can be explained
by the lack of description of ion and solvent displacement in
such theoretical treatments. Intuitively, the obtained value fits
well a middle region between diffusion in solution and in solids.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Scanning electrochemical microscopy was used to detect the
activity and quantify the surface diffusion of tripodal compound
1·2PF6 adsorbed onto SLG and the basal plane of HOPG using
two complementary methods. The first method used the
substrate generation/tip collection (G/C) mode of SECM to
exploit the electrocatalytic properties of the adsorbed tripod,
which produced larger amounts of H2O2 than the bare
graphene surface in the oxygen reduction reaction. A second
method used the feedback mode, in which the tripod mediates
the oxidation of ferrocyanide produced at the tip faster than the
bare graphene electrode. For each measurement, the increased
electrochemical activity of the adsorbed molecules relative to
the SLG electrode provided sufficient contrast to image
microspots of the tripodal molecules with spatial and temporal

resolution. We attribute the decreased electrochemical response
of the tripodal microspots over time to diffusion of the
molecules onto the unfunctionalized regions of the SLG
electrode. A framework for describing this diffusion in terms of
the decrease of the peak intensity of the microspots due to
radial dilution, as detected by SECM, was successfully
implemented. The two imaging strategies yielded similar values
of the macroscopic surface diffusion (Deff) of the tripod on the
graphene surface: Deff = 1.6 (±0.9) × 10−9 cm2/s at ES = −0.6
V vs Ag/AgCl and Deff = 1.5 (±0.6) × 10−9 cm2/s at ES = 0.4 V
vs Ag/AgCl for G/C and feedback modes, respectively. Control
experiments, in which the stability of graphene was tested, as
well as experiments in which the mobility of the tripodal
molecules was disrupted by coadsorption of a polymer, strongly
support our surface diffusion hypothesis.
The development of an SECM-based technique for

quantifying molecular surface diffusion on electrodes, specifi-
cally on graphene as a model carbon surface, is an important
addition to the understanding and control of molecular
electrocatalysis for sensing and energy conversion systems. It
also presents interesting possibilities in the field of molecular
electronics, where the coupling of the unique electronic and
mechanical properties of graphene together with its surface
mass transfer properties can now be studied and quantitatively
described. Our laboratory is currently working to image
graphene using SECM at higher resolution in order to describe
this material and its interactions in better detail. For instance,
we hope to explore the impact of grain boundaries, single
crystallites (ranging from a few to tens of micrometers),
reactive defects, and heteroatom substitutions on the electro-
chemical reactivity of this promising material.
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